
Valerie Nuccio 
Jersey City, NJ | 07307 | 786-269-5621 | val.nuccio@gmail.com 

Github | LinkedIn 
 

JOB TITLE 
Full stack web developer experienced in RoR, JavaScript, React/Redux, and React Native based programming.With a 
background in music and theater performance and production, connecting people from around the globe is my passion. 
Striving to take that same passion, and use it to connect people through technology.  
 

TECHNICAL SKILLS 
Ruby on Rails, Javascript, React, React Native, Expo, PostgreSQL, HTML/CSS, SemanticUI, Git, JWT, Devise, RESTful 
API, Google Maps API (Places, Geolocation, Directions), SourceConnect, PremierePro, Audacity 
 

TECHNICAL PROJECTS 
Wanderer - Github | Demo 
A location based mobile app designed to link walking audio tours with geocoded data in a post COVID world. 
● Implemented Redux to store user and route information between React Navigation stacks. 
● Deployed React Native Maps, Expo Location, and Permissions for current user location and to render walking tours. 
● Employed Expo AV to build a player associating each location stop with an audio track.  

 
GeoTunes - Github | Demo 
A location based routing application designed to create running routes or road trips associated with Spotify Playlists.  
● Managed JWT Tokens to authenticate users in a Ruby on Rails backend. 
● Accessed Google Maps Api and MapsDirectionRenderer to render and create new routes on a React Frontend.  
● Implemented Spotify Api to authenticate and sync Spotify accounts. Allow users to associate playlists with routes.  

 
V and V Emotional Support Animals - Github | Demo 
Pet rental app connecting owners who need pet sitting with users who would love some furry company for a short time. 
● Managed RESTful routes on a Ruby on Rails front and back end. 
● Implement Devise for user authentication and creation and Active Storage for Image Uploads.  

 
Recipe Ruby - Github | Demo 
A CLI based recipe book 
● Various features to sort and save recipes pulled from the Spoonacular API.  
● Implemented a pantry feature to allow users to track what they have and also search by it. 
● Designed a user friend CLI experience with various Ruby Gems (Nokogiri, Catpix, TTYPrompt, Artii, Colorize) 

 
EXPERIENCE 

Valyant Music  Co-Owner New York, NY         03/2020 - Present 
● Brainstorm new music choices and arrangements for branded content 
● Edit fully produced 1080p footage through Adobe Premiere Pro into engaging music videos. 

 
Various  Freelance - Actor /Singer / VO Artist                                                               Various                   07/2012-03/2020  
● DDO Artist Agency. 
● Produce and export voice over recordings from home sound studio via Source Connect 
● Perform across the country and internationally. Theatrical and production show resume available upon request. 

 
Amber Freda Home and Garden Design Landscape Tech turned Personal Assistant  03/2016 - 01/2020 
● Began as a Landscape Tech. Eventually promoted to Personal Assistant.  
● Implement high end garden installations in Manhattan and Brooklyn. Build estimates and order inventory.  

  
EDUCATION 

Flatiron School New York, NY 
Full Stack Web Development, Ruby on Rails and JavaScript program. 08/ 2020 - 11/2020 
 
University of Miami Miami, FL 
Bachelor of Music - Musical Theater 06/ 2012 

https://github.com/valnuccio
https://www.linkedin.com/in/valerie-nuccio-5444931bb/
https://github.com/valnuccio/ESA_adopter
https://youtu.be/nML8hyQL1MA
https://github.com/valnuccio/RecipeRubyCLI
https://youtu.be/pyPsmHUSN60

